We address the problem of efficiently evaluating target functional dependencies (fds) in the Data Exchange (DE) process. Target fds naturally occur in many DE scenarios, including the ones in Life Sciences in which multiple source relations need to be structured under a constrained target schema. However, despite their wide use, target fds' evaluation is still a bottleneck in the state-of-the-art DE engines. Systems relying on an all-SQL approach typically do not support target fds unless additional information is provided. Alternatively, DE engines that do include these dependencies typically pay the price of a significant drop in performance and scalability. In this paper, we present a novel chase-based algorithm that can efficiently handle arbitrary fds on the target. Our approach essentially relies on exploiting the interactions between source-to-target (s-t) tuple-generating dependencies (tgds) and target fds. This allows us to tame the size of the intermediate chase results, by playing on a careful ordering of chase steps interleaving fds and (chosen) tgds. As a direct consequence, we importantly diminish the fd application scope, often a central cause of the dramatic overhead induced by target fds. Moreover, reasoning on dependency interaction further leads us to interesting parallelization opportunities, yielding additional scalability gains. We provide a proof-of-concept implementation of our chase-based algorithm and an experimental study aimed at gauging its scalability and efficiency. Finally, we empirically compare with the latest DE engines, and show that our algorithm outperforms them.
INTRODUCTION
Data Exchange (DE) is the process of transferring data from a source database to a target database by leveraging the schemas of such databases, along with a set of highlevel assertions involving schema elements, also called dependencies. Dependencies in DE scenarios most often belong to two fundamental classes: (i) source-to-target (s-t) tuple-generating dependencies (tgds), which relate elements of the source schema with elements of the target schema; (ii) target dependencies, which involve solely elements of the target schema. Target dependencies can in turn be distinguished into target tgds, including target foreign keys, and target equality-generating dependencies (egds), including primary keys and, more broadly speaking, functional dependencies (fds) on the target schema. DE scenarios pertain to a plethora of application domains. Due to the increasing size of available data, achieving performance and scalability on these scenarios is becoming overly stringent. Scientific applications in particular bring up a strong need for efficiency, due to both the abundance of data and the large number of dependencies they may yield. Among these dependencies, target fds are often pivotal in the tasks of integrating and exchanging data from such applications.
Research on DE has led to a very wide and rich range of results [19, 6, 7] . Many existing approaches have aimed at rewriting the dependencies, so as to further leverage the power of an external, general evaluation engine, such as a traditional RDBMS [19, 17] or a Datalog engine [13, 11] . Alternatively, custom chase engines have been used and optimized for computing DE solutions [8, 18] .
Despite the abundance of previous work in the area, the efficient support for target fds remains an open problem. Indeed, some of the fastest current DE engines such as Clio and ++Spicy [19, 17] rely on rewriting approaches from DE dependencies into sets of SQL queries. While these engines show high efficiency when dealing with s-t tgds, their support for target fds is importantly limited. The reason for this stands in the fact that fds (and general egds) are difficult to enforce using a first-order (FO) query language such as SQL. Indeed, it was first conjectured in [20] , and later proved in [16] , that one cannot provide a complete FO rewriting for a DE scenario with target egds. To circumvent this limitation, previous work [16] has identified specific cases where rewriting with target fds may be achieved, typically by further exploiting a set of source dependencies.
However, what about DE scenarios including general target fds and no source dependencies? We argue that these scenarios are yet interesting in practice in many cases in which the presence of source dependencies cannot be guaranteed, e.g. when data sources are denormalized or lacking schema constraints. These may concern for instance Life Sciences applications, where massive, heterogeneous source data from scientific instruments, experiments or simply observations of physical and biological events has to be integrated into a common unified schema with key constraints. While such scenarios are beyond the scope of all-SQL systems, they can be in principle handled by DE engines that depart from the all-SQL-induced limitations [8] . These engines can by design cover broader classes of constraints and have been shown to be quite efficient on a variety of scenarios. However, when it comes to evaluating target fds, they unfortunately exhibit significant drops in efficiency. This is strongly related to the fact that fd evaluation is an expensive task, and special methods and algorithms are needed to alleviate its negative impact on performance.
In this paper, we address the problem of efficiently evaluating target fds in the DE process. To this end, we introduce a novel chase-based algorithm aimed precisely at achieving efficiency and scalability in the presence of target fds. We place ourselves in a DE setting where dependencies are either s-t tgds or target fds, and no source dependencies are available. To meet its performance goal, our algorithm will essentially leverage the dependencies' interactions. Guided by these interactions, our chase sequences will interleave fd and (chosen) tgd steps, with the aim of producing and handling piecemeal the so-called Saturation Sets.
The key observation is that once a Saturation Set is constructed and processed, it can be safely added to the solution and removed from any further processing tasks. Structuring the chase by Saturation Sets allows us then to importantly lower the size of the intermediate chase results. This in turn importantly reduces the fd application scope, whose extent is one of the main reasons behind the major overhead induced by target fds. Moreover, reasoning in terms of dependency interaction and instance partitioning calls for very interesting parallelization opportunities, and thus scalability gains. The practical efficiency of our algorithm coupled with the range of scenarios it is able to cover let it stand an advantageous comparison with the latest, state-of-the-art DE engines [8, 17] , as shown in our experimental assessment. The main contributions of our paper are the following:
‚ We propose a novel chase-based algorithm for efficient and scalable Data Exchange in the presence of arbitrary target functional dependencies. Our algorithm essentially exploits source-to-target and target dependencies interactions. Based on these, we infer a chase step ordering that allows to significantly speed up the evaluation of target fds. Our dependency interaction analysis also yields interesting parallelization opportunities, further boosting efficiency. We prove that our algorithm is correct and produces universal solutions. ‚ We provide a proof-of-concept implementation of our algorithm and an extensive experimental study aimed at gauging its performance and scalability with respect to a number of parameters, among which the size of source instances and the number of dependencies. The results of these experiments and the comparison with the fastest existing DE engines allow us to confirm and validate our performance goal. Moreover, they contradict the common wisdom stating that custom DE engines are less efficient than all-SQL ones.
The paper is organized as follows. Preliminary definitions are in Section 2. The main algorithms are in Section 3 and 4. Experimental results are in Section 5. A discussion of related work is in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7.
PRELIMINARIES
We assume three disjoint countably infinite sets, ∆c a set of constants, ∆n a set of labelled nulls, and Var a set of variables. A term is either a constant, or a labelled null, or a variable. A database schema S is a finite set of relation names each with fixed arity. An atom is a tuple of the form Rpt1, . . . , tnq where every ti is a term (also called attribute), R is a relation name, and n is the arity of R. A fact is an atom where all ti are constants or nulls. A database instance of S is a set of facts using relation names from S. A homomorphism between two database instances K1 and K2 [6] is a mapping h from ∆c Y ∆n to ∆c Y ∆n such that: (i) hpcq " c, for every c P ∆c; (ii) for every fact Riptq of K1, Riphptqq is a fact of K2, where hppa1, ..., anqq = phpa1q, ..., hpanqq. A homomorphism from K1 to K2 is said to be full if hpK1q " K2. An isomorphism between K1 and K2 is a full injective homomorphism h from K1 to K2 such that h´1 is a full injective homomorphism from K2 to K1. A functional dependency (fd) is a constraint of the form R.A Ñ R.B where R is a relation of arity n and A, B are subsets of t1, . . . , nu indicating positions of attributes of R.
Data Exchange setting. Given disjoint schemas S (source schema) and T (target schema), in this paper we focus on DE scenarios characterized by a quadruple (mapping) M " pS, T, Σst,Σtq, where Σst is a set of s-t tgds and Σt is a set of fds on the target schema. An s-t tgd is a first-order (FO) logic formula of the form @xȳ.φpx,ȳq Ñ Dzψpȳ,zq, where φpx,ȳq is a conjunction of atomic formulas over S, and ψpȳ,zq is a conjunction of atomic formulas over T. Note that all variables inȳ appear in both φ and ψ. An fd R.A Ñ R.B in Σt is expressed as an egd by the formulas @xRpx1, . . . , xnq^Rpx 1 1 , . . . , x 1 n q Ñ Ź iPB xi " x 1 i , where in the left-hand side, xj and x 1 j are the same variable for all j in A. We refer to the left-hand side of a dependency as its body, while the right-hand side is the dependency's head. Given M " pS, T, Σst,Σtq and a database instance I on S (source instance), we say that an instance J on T is a solution for I and M if the instance I Y J satisfies all the logical constraints from Σst and Σt, with the standard meaning of satisfiability for first-order logic.
Assignments. A variable assignment (or simply an assignment) over a domain V Ď Var is a mapping a : V Ñ ∆c Y ∆n, from variables in V to constants or labelled nulls. A body assignment for a dependency is an assignment whose domain is the set of all body variables of the dependency. A full assignment for a dependency is an assignment defined on the set of both body and head variables. We artificially extend assignments to constants by taking apciq " ci for all assignments a and all constants ci. An instance I is said to be satisfying a body assignment a for a tgd @x,ȳ φpx,ȳq Ñ Dzψpȳ,zq if I |ù φpapxq, apȳqq. We equivalently define satisfiability for egd assignments (note that for these body assignments are also full). The head materialization of a full tgd assignment a is the set of facts ψpapȳq, apzqq.
Data Exchange solutions and the chase. DE solutions are usually obtained by employing the chase procedure. Several chase variants and flavors have been explored in the literature, in both general and DE specific settings. Chase procedures operate as sequences of chase steps, comprising conditions and results of application. A terminating chase sequence on an instance I consists in iteratively applying chase steps until reaching a point where no chase step further applies or the sequence has failed. To obtain DE solutions via the chase procedure, one typically has to (i) issue a successful terminating chase sequence starting from the source instance, then (ii) retain the part of the result corresponding to the target schema (hence, the target instance).
Depending on the constraints, the source instance and the specific chase flavor, issues regarding termination may arise. However, if obtained, solutions generated by chasing enjoy an intrinsic property called the universality [6] . We say that a solution J for a mapping M and a source instance I is universal (J P U SolpM, Iq) iff for every solution K there is a homomorphism from J to K. The Oblivious Chase. In this paper, we rely on one of the simplest chase variants, the Oblivious (or Naive) Chase [12] . We briefly describe below Oblivious Chase steps: ‚ Tgds. An Oblivious Chase step with a tgd t of the form @x,ȳ φpx,ȳq Ñ Dzψpȳ,zq applies on an instance I if there exists a body assignment a of t such that (i) I satisfies a and (ii) a has not already been used for a previous chase step with t in the chase sequence. The result of applying this step is obtained by (i) extending a to a full assignment by injectively assigning to each zi Pz a fresh null in ∆n and then (ii) adding the facts in ψpapȳq, apzqq to I. ‚ Egds. An Oblivious Chase step with an egd e of the form @x φpxq Ñ pxi " xjq applies on instance I if there exists an assignment a of e such that (i) I satisfies a and (ii) apxiq ‰ apxjq. To define this step's result we distinguish three cases: (i) if both apxiq and apxjq are constants, the chase fails; (ii) if exactly one of apxiq, apxjq is a null, I is modified by replacing all the occurrences of the null with the constant; (iii) if both apxiq and apxjq are nulls, I is modified as in (ii) by picking a null at random 1 . For solutions obtained by employing the Oblivious Chase in our DE setting comprising s-t tgds and target fds, no termination issues arise and the following holds [12] : Proposition 2.1 If one Oblivious Chase sequence fails then all sequences fail and there are no solutions for the DE sce-1 Or, one can assume a total ordering on labelled nulls and always choose the smallest one, as done in an alternative definition of the Oblivious Chase in [4] , that could also be seamlessly adopted here.
nario. Else, a solution produced by the Oblivious Chase is universal and, moreover, unique up to isomorphism.
Pre-solutions and the Classical DE Chase. A customary procedure for obtaining solutions in our DE setting consists in retaining only a subset of the possible solutiongenerating Oblivious Chase sequences. Namely, those that first chase with the s-t tgds, then with the target egds. This allows restricting the result to the target schema earlier in the process (after concluding the chase with the tgds), thus obtaining a pre-solution. We will hereafter refer to this chase variant as the Classical Data Exchange Chase. Figure 1 , and Σst and Σt as below. We omit the quantifiers, and use uppercase letters for existentially quantified variables and lowercase ones for universally quantified variables. m1 : Active Researcherpn, s, aq Ñ Researcherpn, s, Y1, Y2q m2 : Awarded Researcherpn 1 , s 1 , p 1 , w 1 q Ñ Researcherpn 1 , s 1 , T, T1q^Research P rizepp 1 , w 1 , T q m3 : Researcher Collaborationpn 2 , s 2 , n 3 , s 3 q Ñ Researcherpn 2 , s 2 , E1, E2q^Researcherpn 3 , s 3 , E3, E2q e1 : Researcherpn, s, p, wq^Researcherpn, s, p 1 , w 1 q Ñ pp " p 1 q^pw " w 1 q e2 : Research P rizepp, w, zq^Research P rizepp, w, z 1 q Ñ pz " z 1 q Figure 1 (i) depicts the source instance I. By first chasing with the s-t tgds m1, m2, m3 we obtain the pre-solution J 1 in Figure 1 (ii), where N1-N20 are fresh labelled nulls over the relations Researcher and Research P rize. Next, by applying the egds (primary keys) e1 and e2, we obtain the solution J in Figure 1 (iii).
OPTIMIZING THE CHASE
Not surprisingly, a direct implementation of the Classical Data Exchange Chase procedure described above, building the pre-solution before proceeding to egd application, will in general fail to achieve practical performance. The main reason for this is that egd application is a time-intensive, resource-consuming task; the larger the pre-solution, the more expensive the final egd application will get. On the other hand, the Oblivious Chase allows for much more flexibility in the choice of the order of chase steps. However, all Oblivious Chase sequences must in principle maintain a continuously growing intermediate chase result, yielding an increasingly large egd application scope -up to the problematic size of the pre-solution. It is therefore not obvious if and which sequence may perform better than others.
In the following, we will show that some Oblivious Chase sequences are particularly interesting, as they can lead to increased performance by providing means for targeted optimizations. We will introduce a new chase-based algorithm, called the Interleaved Chase, that produces and leverages such sequences. While the Interleaved Chase relies on Oblivious Chase steps, it will aim at improving performance by exploiting the dependencies' interaction to infer chase orders that allow systematically taming the intermediate chase result size, and accordingly reducing the egd application scope.
In this section, we will gradually expose key ideas and intuitions as well as define the main concepts and tools used by our algorithm. We will then proceed to the detailed description of the Interleaved Chase in Section 4.
Chase and assignment lifecycle
In order to illustrate the ideas behind the Interleaved Chase, we first invite the reader to adopt a slightly different point of view on the Oblivious Chase in our Data Exchange setting, namely by considering chase steps as operations that consist in picking and modifying full tgd assignments 2 . Indeed, in our setting, the set of body assignments for chasing with tgds only depends on the s-t tgds and the source instance and is thus fixed and known in advance. This also holds for full tgd assignments, which are basically extensions of body s-t tgd assignments with fresh labeled nulls.
The chase will thus bootstrap on an initial set of full s-t tgd assignments containing all full tgd assignments for our scenario. For convenience, we add a unique identifier to each of these assignments. Each s-t tgd step will then pick one of these initial full assignments, that is, remove the assignment from the initial set and add it to a target set of assignments.
What about egd steps? An egd step will simply consist in modifying full tgd assignments that have previously been added to the target assignment set, replacing values in the image of these assignments.
Upon chase termination, the initial set of assignments will be empty whereas the target assignment set will comprise all the full tgd assignments originally present in the initial set (by their identifier), potentially modified because of egd application. Intuitively, a chase sequence can be thus seen as developing, for each element in a fixed known initial set of full tgd assignments, a lifecycle which starts with the assignment being picked (removed from the initial set and added to the target set) and continues with the assignment evolving in the target set, due to egd application, up to a point where it becomes immutable. Throughout the lifecycles of assignments, and, precisely, at each chase step, the intermediate target instance can be obtained by performing the head materialization of the assignments in the the target assignment set. The solution will be given by the head materialization of the immutable forms of all the assignments, that is, after the termination of a chase sequence. The initial set of full s-t tgd assignments is illustrated in Figure 2 . A possible Oblivious Chase sequence can begin with the following steps:
‚ chase step with a2m1 (pick assignment), adding the assignment a2m1 to the target set and removing it from the initial set; ‚ chase step with a1m2 (pick assignment), adding the assignment a1m2 to the target set and removing it from the initial set; ‚ chase step with e1 (modify assignment), which will transform a2m1 into a2m1={n : John, s : Gray, a : 33, Y1 : N5, Y2 : N 6} in the target set.
In the remainder, unless otherwise specified, we use assignment as a short for full s-t tgd assignment. We will say that two assignments are distinct if their identifiers are distinct. We will further employ the terms assignment set to refer to all the assignments for a given scenario, regardless of their lifecycle status. For our example, the assignment set is thus {a1m1, a2m1, a1m2, a2m2, a3m2, a4m2, a5m2, a1m3, a2m3}. We will refer to an assignment set in its initial form (when bootstrapping the chase) as the initial assignment set and to intermediate sets produced when chasing as (intermediate) target assignment sets.
Assignment interaction
Thanks to our new view on the chase, we further proceed to characterizing the cases when two assignments "are involved together in some egd (fd) application", that is, when the materialization of these assignments creates the application conditions for an egd. We will characterize this situation via the notion of assignment interaction as follows: Definition 3.2 (Assignment interaction) Two (non-necessarily distinct) assignments a1 and a2, in some form induced by some chase sequence, are said to interact on a target fd f of the form R.A Ñ R.B and term pairs xv1,v 1 1 y, . . . , xvn, v 1 n y (where n is the cardinality of A) iff, denoting by m1 and m2 the s-t tgds for these assignments:
‚ the terms vi and v 1 i occur in the A positions of an R atom in the heads of m1 and m2 respectively; ‚ a1pviq " a2pv 1 i q for all i.
We move now to a key observation underlying our approach to performance improvement: if at some point during a chase sequence one can somehow guarantee that remaining assignments (those not yet picked) will never interact with those already picked, egds can be applied to termination and the currently maintained target set of assignments saved as is to the solution 3 , and then flushed, discarded entirely. Then, the rest of the chase sequence will proceed starting with an empty target set. The direct consequence of this is that of diminishing the size of the intermediate result, and thus reducing the egd application scope. Example 3.3 Consider again the chase steps in Example 3.1. One can verify that after the first two chase steps with a2m1 and a1m2 respectively, there exists no possible chase sequence that would make any of the remaining assignments interact with a2m1 or a1m2.
After the chase step with e1, no other egd applies to our intermediate result, comprising a2m1={n : John, s : Gray, a : 33, Y1 : N5, Y2 : N 6} and a1m2={n 1 : John, s 1 : Gray, p 1 : DBN obel, w 1 : 2014, T : N5, T1 : N6}. These two assignments can be saved to the solution and discarded from our current target set.
We can repeat this "save and flush" procedure again and again until the end of our chase sequence, thus maintaining at each chase step only part of the intermediate result. To achieve this however we need to be able to detect the possible interactions between assignments well in advance, since interaction is chase sequence and lifecycle dependent. We will see in the next subsection that this is possible by defining a stronger notion, namely the collision between assignments.
Collisions and Saturation Sets
A very interesting property (consequence of the definition of the Oblivious Chase) is that determining whether two assignments will interact at some point during their lifecycle is chase sequence independent. One can indeed show that the following holds: Proposition 3.4 Let C1 and C2 be two arbitrary terminating chase sequences and a1 and a2 be two (non-necessarily distinct) assignments. Then a1 and a2 interact at some point during C1 iff they interact in their final, immutable form after C1 has ended iff they interact in their final, immutable form after C2 has ended.
If any of the equivalent statements above holds, we say that a1 and a2 collide.
The result above provides us with the fixed, lifecycle and chase-sequence independent collision relation on assignments. We can then define groups of assignments that do not collide with the rest of assignments, that is, Saturation Sets: Definition 3.5 (Saturation Sets) Given the assignment set A for a Data Exchange scenario, a Saturation Set S is a subset of A such that for all assignments a P S and a 1 P A´S, a and a 1 do not collide.
Notice that Saturation Sets can be carved out from the initial set of assignments and can evolve into (intermediate) target results later on during the lifecycle stages. Since collision is lifecycle and chase-sequence independent however, our definition holds without referring to a specific form or lifecycle stage of assignments. In our previous Example 3.3, 3 By taking their head materializations thereof.
it turns out that we were able to apply the "save and flush" strategy at a specific moment during the chase mainly because we have constructed, as an (intermediate) target result, a Saturation Set. Our goal will be thus intuitively that of structuring the chase sequence so as to group together assignments belonging to the same Saturation Set. This will allow us in turn to repeatedly apply the "save and flush" strategy and reduce the size of the intermediate results.
Saturation Set size. Note that the above definition of Saturation Sets is very permissive and does not tell us how to build such sets. Indeed, it is enough to note that if S1 and S2 are two Saturation Sets, then their union is also a valid Saturation Set by our definition; as it turns out, the whole assignment set is also a valid Saturation Set. As a consequence, finding Saturation Sets and structuring the chase accordingly by interleaving "save and flush" operations is not directly a guarantee of optimization. Importantly, what we aim for are comparably smaller Saturation sets.
In principle, in order to find ideally small candidates for such Saturation Sets, one would need to compute the graph of collision, which would in turn imply running the chase sequence until completion. In the following, we present the alternative concept of overlap, which is coarser but easierto-compute than the notion of collision. We will show how the overlap lets us explore the search space of possible Saturation Sets in the next subsection.
Overlaps and overlapping assignments
To be able to define overlap between assignments, we start by introducing an essential notion: the mutable existential variables (or mutable existentials). ‚ all vi are either universal variables, constants or mutable existential variables ‚ or there exists r 1 ‰ r an atom of relation R in the head of m s.t., denoting by pv 1 1 , . . . , v 1 n q the terms occurring in the A positions in r 1 , for all i, either vi and v 1 i are universals, constants, or mutable existentials or vi " v 1 i then any existential variable appearing in any of the B positions in r is mutable.
Intuitively, the notion of mutable existentials allows for a rough account of possible value changes caused by egd application: a null introduced by a mutable existential can be seen as prone to change due to one or several egd steps. Note also that the definition above is well-formed: the operational process it describes for iteratively identifying mutable existentials is indeed finite because of the finite number of existential variables in any tgd's head. Using the above notion of mutable existentials, we can now define overlap and overlapping assignments as follows: . . , xvn, v 1 n y (where n is the cardinality of A) iff, for all i, and denoting by m1 and m2 the s-t tgds for a1 and a2 respectively:
‚ vi and v 1 i occur in the ith A positions of an R atom in the heads of m1 and m2 respectively and ‚ both vi and v 1 i are either universal variables, constants or mutable existentials and ‚ if both a1pviq and a2pv 1 i q are constants then a1pviq=a2pv 1 i q Example 3.9 It is easy to see that the assignments a2m1 and a1m2 of Example 3.3 are overlapping, on term pairs xn, n 1 y and xs, s 1 y and fd e1.
As is the case for interaction, the overlap notion is lifecycledependent. As opposed to interaction however, lifecycle evolution intuitively refines overlapping in the opposite direction: that is, two assignments can overlap in their initial form but while evolving during the chase they may end up non-overlapping. Thus, it is interesting to delay overlap evaluation, or alternatively, to proceed to early egd application. We will provide more details on this in Section 4.
As sketched above, our goal will be to employ the notion of overlap instead of the notion of collision. Indeed, our algorithm will exploit the notion of overlap in order to build Saturation Sets. The following result is crucial for our solution computation procedure by showing that we are indeed correct in doing so, because collision always (i.e. no matter the lifecycle stage) implies overlap: Proposition 3.10 Let a1 and a2 be two distinct assignments such that a1 and a2 collide. Then at any point of their lifecycle a1 and a2 are overlapping.
A CHASE-BASED ALGORITHM
In the following, we illustrate our chase-based algorithm, the Interleaved Chase. We first present the main algorithmic bricks, then focus on refinements and optimizations.
Main algorithmic bricks
Algorithm 1 sketches the global workflow of the Interleaved Chase. Our algorithm will start by computing the initial assignment set Am for each s-t tgd m (recall that the initial assignment set for a DE scenario consists in the union of those). It will then repeatedly: (i) construct a Saturation Set and chase this set to termination and (ii) add the result (i.e. the obtained final Saturation Set) to the target solution by applying head materialization to the assignments of the Saturation Set. This procedure (lines 5 -7) is repeated until the entire assignment set has been consumed, i.e. partitioned in Saturation Sets (line 4). Each new Saturation Set construction relies on first selecting an arbitrary assignment that has not yet been attributed to some previous Saturation Set (line 5). The bulk of our solution computation procedure then relies on the subroutine BuildAndChaseSaturationSet. Algorithm 2 shows an initial, unrefined form of this subroutine.
Subroutine BuildAndChaseSaturationSet
Can raise Exception:ChaseFail Input: Seed Assignment seed Globals: Am@m P Σst Output: Saturation Set Ssat 1 N ewAssignments = tseedu; 2 Ssat " tseedu; 3 A T gdpseedq´" tseedu; 4 ApplyEgdsToTermination(Ssat, seed); 5 while N ewAssignments ‰ H do SsatY " ta 1 u;
11
A T gdpa 1 q´" ta 1 u; 12 ApplyEgdsToTermination(Ssat, a 1 ); 13 end 14 end 15 return Ssat;
Algorithm 2: BuildAndChaseSaturationSet, initial
Saturation Set construction. The BuildAndChaseSat-urationSet subroutine initializes the current Saturation Set with the provided seed assignment. It then iteratively expands this Saturation Set by embedding new assignments that have at least an overlap with previously added assignments. This is done until a fixpoint is reached, i.e. no assignment can be further added.
Chase steps. The BuildAndChaseSaturationSet subroutine also fires the chase steps on the Saturation Set. Tgd chase steps are in reality subsumed by Saturation Set construction. They indeed merely consist in picking assignments, removing them from the initial assignment set and adding them to the current Saturation Set. We assume a zero-cost call Tgd(a) that allows us to retrieve the s-t tgd corresponding to an assignment; this can be seen as accessing an attribute of the assignment. After each addition of an assignment to the current Saturation Set, a sequence of egd chase steps is further applied to termination. This is done via the ApplyEgdsT oT ermination subroutine, namely by firing all the egds triggered (directly or indirectly) by the assignment last added to the current Saturation Set. Note that this method can raise a ChaseFail exception corresponding to cases when the chase fails upon egd application attempt. This exception will be propagated through our algorithm to induce a global ChaseFail exit. If no failure occurs during the egd sequences, the BuildAndChaseSaturationSet subroutine will return the final Saturation Set, chased to termination, and ready to be converted into part of the target solution. Note that, in the above egd chase steps, we have opted for an early egd application strategy that leads to firing egds as soon as applicable. As briefly mentioned in Section 3, this allows us to reduce the overall size of the Saturation Set, by leveraging a refined overlap among assignments. We show hereafter an example of how such size reduction occurs: Assume that we start constructing a Saturation Set with a1m1 as seed. We then retrieve a1m2 because it is overlapping with a1m1 on the pair of terms xx, xy and f1. We have now two options. The first is to not apply any egd, and continue by adding a1m3 to our current Saturation Set, since it overlaps with a1m1 on the pair of terms xy, xy and f2 (note that y is a mutable existential). We end up with a Saturation Set containing 3 assignments.
The second option is to apply egds prior to evaluating overlapping with a1m3. This will in turn change the assignment a1m1 to {x : 1, y : 1, z : N2}. Because of this change, a1m1 and a1m3 are no longer overlapping; indeed, the previous overlap on xy, xy no longer holds. Due to early egd application, the Saturation Set ends up containing only two assignments, a1m1 and a1m2, instead of the previous 3.
Moreover, through consistent early application of the egds, we can seamlessly guarantee that only egd application conditions created by the assignment last introduced need to be checked, instead of re-examining our whole intermediate result. We do not further detail the implementation of ApplyEgdsT oT ermination, mainly because any implementation can be plugged in as long as it proceeds to the necessary changes on assignments, and further raises a ChaseFail exception in case of failed step attempts. Recall also that the main purpose of our algorithm is that of reducing the intermediate result on which egd steps will be applied, and this is orthogonal and complementary to egd-specific optimizations, that can be envisioned as future work.
New assignment discovery. A core task of the BuildAnd-ChaseSaturationSet subroutine is the iterative discovery of overlapping assignments, thus progressively expanding the current Saturation Set. A baseline take on assignment discovery would consists in repeatedly considering all assign-ments in the current Saturation Set and for each of those searching for overlapping assignments still available.
We include in our initial algorithm presentation a straightforward optimization from this baseline. Namely, we only consider a frontier of our Saturation Set, consisting in the newly added assignments that have not yet lead to expansion via overlapping. This frontier is represented by the N ewAssignments variable, which holds the set of assignments "yet to be verified". We dedicate the following subsection to presenting more complex, additional designs that further improve the performance in assignment discovery.
Optimizing assignment discovery
The loop on line 8 in the BuildAndChaseSaturationSet subroutine inspects all not-yet-consumed assignments for overlaps with the currently considered (frontier) assignment a. The overlap check for a and a 1 furthermore implies, in principle, examining all fds and all term pairs for every pair of assignments, thus implying an high overhead. We will show how to importantly lower this overhead, by leveraging relations between the respective tgds. We start by defining the notions of tgd conflict areas and conflicts, as follows: ‚ there is an R atom in the head of m comprising each vi at the ith position of A and ‚ all vi are either universal variables, or constants, or mutable existentials.
Definition 4.3 (Conflicts and conflicting tgds)
Given two (non necessarily distinct) s-t tgds m1 and m2 and conflict areas ca1 " xct1, f1y and ca2 " xct2, f2y for m1 and m2 respectively, the pair xca1, ca2y is a conflict between m1 and m2 iff f1 " f2. If m1 = m2 and ca1 " ca2 we further say that the conflict is trivial.
We characterize all conflicts among the s-t tgds in a DE scenario by means of the Conflict Graph: Definition 4.4 (Conflict Graph) Given a Data Exchange scenario, its associated Conflict Graph, denoted by G c Σ st , is an undirected (possibly) cyclic graph composed by an ordered pair pV, Eq, where V is a set of vertices, each of which represents an s-t tgd in Σst, and E is a set of edges, each edge witnessing the presence of at least one non-trivial conflict between the two s-t tgds corresponding to its incident vertices. Furthermore, every vertex in V is adorned with all the conflict areas for the corresponding tgd. v1, v2, v3 are vertices corresponding to the tgds m1, m2, m3 Areaspv1q " tca 1 1 " xpn, sq, e1yu. Areaspv2q " tca 1 2 " xpn 1 , s 1 q, e1y, ca 2 2 " xpp 1 , w 1 q, e2yu. Areaspv3q " tca 1 3 " xpn 2 , s 2 q, e1y, ca 2 3 " xpn 3 , s 3 q, e1yu.
As we will show, the Conflict Graph will allow increasing the efficiency of the new assignment discovery. To characterize the link between conflicts and overlaps, we will introduce the notions of conflict masks and their matching, as follows: Definition 4.6 (Conflict mask) Let m be an s-t tgd, a an assignment for m and ca " xpv1, . . . , vnq, f y a conflict area for m. The conflict mask of a on ca, denoted by mask ca a , is a tuple pw1, . . . , wnq such that for all i " 1, . . . , n, wi P ∆c Y t˚u and ‚ if apviq is a constant then wi " apviq ‚ else, wi =˚. We will hereafter also refer to conflict masks without detailing their source, that is, considering masks as n-tuples comprising as elements either constants or the special˚value. . , vnq, f y a conflict area for m, a an assignment for m and msk a conflict mask of size n. We say that a matches msk on ca iff, for all i " 1, . . . , n where mski is a constant, either a2pviq = mski or a2pviq P ∆n.
Based on the above definitions, we can now show the essential link between overlaps, conflicts and conflict masks:
Proposition 4.8 Let m1 and m2 be two (non-necessarily distinct) s-t tgds and a1 and a2 two distinct assignments of m1 and m2 respectively. Let f " R.A Ñ R.B be a functional dependency with n the cardinality of A.
Let V = pv1, . . . , vnq and V 1 = pv 1 1 , . . . , v 1 n q be n-tuples of terms occurring in the head of m1 and m2 respectively. Then the following are equivalent:
‚ a1 and a2 overlap on xv1, v 1 1 y, . . . xvn, v 1 n y and f ‚ xca1, ca2y with ca1= xpv1,. . . , vnq, f y and ca2 = xpv 1 1 ,. . . , v 1 n q, f y is a conflict between m1 and m2 and a2 matches mask ca 1 a 1 on ca2. ‚ xca1, ca2y with ca1= xpv1, . . . , vnq, f y and ca2 = xpv 1 1 ,. . . , v 1 n q, f y is a conflict between m1 and m2 and a1 matches mask ca 2 a 2 on ca1.
Using the Conflict Graph and conflict masks. We will use conflict masks and their matching in conjunction with the Conflict Graph to direct and filter new assignment discovery. By its edges, the Conflict Graph will allow us to only consider specific assignments (corresponding to neighbour tgds). Conflict masks derived from the vertex conflict areas will further act as search masks for matching assignments. Intuitively, in such searches, constants will impose the search for matching constants, whereas the wildcard (˚) character allows any value on the corresponding position.
Once one is sure that all assignments matching a conflict mask for a given fd have been added to a Saturation Set, the conflict mask can be marked as exhausted for the fd and never be employed again in future searches. Furthermore, less permissive masks for the same fd can be discarded too. We formalize this by the concept of mask subsumption: Definition 4.9 (Mask subsumption) Let msk and msk 1 be two conflict masks of the same size. We say that msk subsumes msk 1 , denoted by msk ľ msk 1 , iff for all i, mski " msk 1 i or mski=˚.
Putting it all together. Based on the concepts defined above we are ready to present the final, refined and optimized version of our algorithm. Changes on the main loop concern solely the construction of the Conflict Graph, prior to all other operations. This implies the addition at the very beginning of our algorithm of the line:
G c Σ st = BuildConflictGraph(Σst); As expected, the bulk of changes concerns the BuildAnd-ChaseSaturationSet subroutine, whose final, optimized version is depicted by Algorithm 3.
Subroutine BuildAndChaseSaturationSet
Can raise Exception:ChaseFail Input: seed Globals: Am@m P Σst, G c For conciseness, we have grouped the sequence of operations systematically applied to all newly added assignments in a macro called AddAndP rocessAssignment. Note that these operations do not vary from our initial version of the subroutine. The major changes, in turn, concern the new assignment discovery. We indeed replace and refine the loop of line 8 of Algorithm 2 with lines 8-22 of Algorithm 3. We detail below the purpose and content of these changes.
As in our initial version of the subroutine, we deal with the case of expanding the Saturation Set by reaching out to new assignments that overlap with an already present assignment. To this purpose however we now rely on the Conflict Graph and conflict masks. Our search for new assignments overlapping with a given assignment a starts with by iterating on the conflict areas that annotate the Conflict Graph node corresponding to the s-t tgd of a, which we will hereafter denote by ma. This takes place on line 8.
For each conflict area, we construct the corresponding conflict mask (line 9). If the constructed mask (or a mask that subsumes it) has been previously used in conjunction with the fd corresponding to the area, the search is aborted (line 11), as we are sure that it will not yield any new assignments.
Otherwise, the search for new assignments continues by first considering trivial conflicts (line 13) on the given conflict area, between a and other assignments of ma. Once trivial conflicts have been examined, non-trivial conflicts are then considered. This in turn will imply the usage of the the Conflict Graph, to detect all conflicts of ma on ca: neighbour s-t tgds m 1 conflicting with ma on ca are identified and specific conflict areas ca 1 determined (line 16).
Note that for both trivial conflicts and other, Conflict Graph edges-based conflicts, we use conflict areas and the constructed conflict mask to evaluate the overlap as a matching of a mask (lines 13 and 17). This indeed corresponds to our previous alternative characterization (by Proposition 4.8) of overlaps.
Parallelization
Before stating the correctness of our algorithm and proceeding to its practical evaluation, we note a last optimization opportunity, namely a parallelization opportunity.
Since Saturation Sets are discovered and chased in the same time, we cannot directly envision their parallel processing. However, it turns out that there exist, for a given assignment set, groups of Saturation Sets that can be treated in parallel. Such groups are induced by the connected components of the Conflict Graph. Indeed, note that assignments for s-t tgds belonging to two distinct connected components in the Conflict Graph will never overlap (since overlap would imply conflict). Since our Saturation Set discovery is based on overlap, this in turns implies that for any two assignments placed in the same Saturation Set by our BuildAndChaseSaturationSet subroutine, their corresponding s-t tgd nodes belong to the same Conflict Graph connected component. Assuming a call T gdspcq that returns all s-t tgds whose corresponding nodes belong to a connected component c of our conflict graph G c Σ st , we can thus modify lines 4-8 in Algorithm 1 as follows: We will call this version of our algorithm the Interleaved Chase With Parallelization and retain it for the experimental evaluation hereafter. We further show the following to hold: Theorem 4.10 If the Oblivious Chase fails 4 then both the Interleaved Chase and the Interleaved Chase With Parallelization fail. Else, both these algorithms succeed and produce solutions that are isomorphic to the solution produced by the Oblivious Chase. 4 In virtue of Proposition 2.1, we use a generic term for "Oblivious Chase failure" or "Oblivious Chase solution" regardless of the specific sequence Proof Sketch. We articulate the proof in two parts 5 . First, we show that given a complete partition of an assignment set into disjoint Saturation Sets, an Oblivious Chasegenerated solution for the DE scenario can be alternatively obtained by (i) issuing a terminating chase sequence for each Saturation Set and then (ii) computing the union of the respective individual chase results. To this end, we show that by appending the individual chase sequences one obtains in fact a valid, terminating Oblivious Chase sequence of the entire assignment set. This is indeed due to the non-collision property that defines Saturation Sets. Via Proposition 3.4, this property then guarantees that no egd applies across different Saturation Sets. Moreover, we show that if a local sequence fails then the global sequence fails. In the second part of the proof, we show that our algorithms create the correct conditions for the above appending property to hold. Since by design our algorithms construct disjoint and completely partitioning sets and these are furthermore chased to termination, we essentially have to prove that these sets are indeed valid Saturation Sets. To this end, we use the alternative notion of overlap provided by Proposition 4.8 to ensure that the BuildAndChaseSaturationSet subroutine properly detects all overlaps. We show this to hold for both the sequential and parallelized construction of the Saturation Sets; for the latter case we rely on the fact that, by Proposition 4.8, overlapping assignments cannot belong to two different connected components of the Conflict Graph. We finally rely on Proposition 3.10 to show that using overlap leads indeed to valid Saturation Sets. Putting together the two parts of the proof, it first follows that if the Oblivious Chase fails, then our algorithms cannot succeed, else we would be able to exhibit a successful Oblivious sequence as shown in part 1. Then, if the Oblivious Chase succeeds, our algorithms cannot fail, else we would be able to exhibit a failing Oblivious sequence. Moreover, according to the two parts above, any output of our algorithms is identical to an Oblivious Chase-generated solution. The isomorphism property then follows directly from Proposition 2.1.5
. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
We have implemented the Interleaved Chase With Parallelization in a DE engine written in Java and dispatching intermediate SQL calls. We dedicate this section to studying our algorithm's practical behaviour. We start by assessing its standalone performance w.r.t. parameters such as the size of the source instances and the number of s-t tgds and target fds. We continue by a comparison with state-of-theart DE engines. All our experiments were run on an 8-cores, 3.50 Ghz processor and 28GB RAM computer under Linux Debian. We used Postgres 9.4 as an underlying DBMS for both our system and the DE engines we compare to.
Benchmarking scenarios. To evaluate our algorithm, we have used scenarios generated by using iBench [1] , a recent data integration benchmark for arbitrarily large and complex schema mappings, schemas and schema constraints. We have considered three sets of scenarios: (i) OF scenarios generated with the default iBench object fusion primitive; (ii) OF`scenarios, generated by combining the object fusion and vertical partitioning iBench primitives, leading to s-t tgds with two atoms in the head; (iii) OF``scenarios, obtained via a newly created iBench primitive that provides settings similar to OF`but with s-t tgds of increasing complexity (i.e. having three atoms in the head Standalone performance and scalability. In our first experiment, we have fixed the number of s-t tgds and egds for each type of scenario (table of Figure 3(a) ), and we varied the number of tuples in the source instances from 300K
(thousands) to 9.6M (millions). The goal of this experiment was to measure our algorithm's performance for source instances of increasing size. Figure 3 (a) shows how this time quasi-linearly scales w.r.t. the number of source tuples. We further tested our algorithm's scalability w.r.t. more parameters, including not only the source instance size but also the number of dependencies, as shown in the tables of Figure 3 (b) and (c). These further experiments are also targeted towards the analysis of the benefits of paralellization. Figure 3(b) shows the solution generation time for scenarios in which we gradually increase the size of the Conflict Graph (by adding more nodes as s-t tgds and more edges based on egds), while ensuring this graph consists of only one connected component. Since the Conflict Graph is completely connected we do not exploit any parallel computation. As such, this experiment can be seen a test for the Interleaved Chase without parallelization. The trend in Figure 3 (b) shows that our algorithm does not remarkably suffer from adding nodes and edges to the Conflict Graph and that the overhead is quite sustainable.
We then consider (Figure 3 (c)) Conflict Graphs comprising several connected components, in order to study the impact of parallel evaluation. We start from the previous scenarios and progressively add batches of 15 s-t tgds, yielding 15 additional nodes and 5 additional connected components. We test each scenario in both sequential and parallel mode. When in parallel mode, each connected component is assigned to the first available thread, and threads are further bijectively dispatched to the available machine cores. We recall that our experimental setting comprises eight cores; when the number of connected components goes beyond eight, several connected components will share the same thread, and thus end up being virtually treated in a sequential fashion by the thread they are assigned to.
As Figure 3 (c) shows, leveraging the Conflict Graph structure and parallel evaluation allows important performance gains with respect to the serialized evaluation. Our charts moreover show how parallelization allows mitigating the overhead brought by the increasing number of tuples in the source and the increasing number of dependencies. Indeed, the reduced egd application scope, paired with the parallelization on connected components of the Conflict Graph, allows us to stay within the same order of magnitude as previously (Figure 3 (b) ). This is, on our opinion, an interesting and promising result. Indeed, to the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of other chase engines capable of evaluating these high numbers of constraints in Data Exchange.
Comparison with state-of-the-art DE engines. We further set to compare our algorithm with the latest DE engines publicly available, more precisely with an all-SQL DE engine, ++Spicy [17] , and a Java-based custom chase engine, namely Llunatic [8] 6 . While the former is a pure mapping chase engine, the latter is a mapping and cleaning chase engine, out of which we only use the mapping (DE) part (i.e. we do not leverage cleaning constraints). Moreover, in order to ensure a fair comparison with ++Spicy, we switch off its core computation. When running our experiments, we have set a timeout threshold at 600 seconds (10 minutes), considering that beyond this threshold the practical appeal of achieving solution computation decreases. Figure 4(a) shows the results in terms of solution generation times for the three systems. One can note that our algorithm exhibits performance similar to ++Spicy's up to a cut-off point (1.6M tuples); then, by contradicting the common wisdom that custom chase engines are less efficient than all-SQL ones, our system exhibits better performance for large sizes of the source instance. Llunatic's execution on the other hand unfortunately reached the timeout threshold on all tested scenarios, without outputting a solution. We recall however that Llunatic is a system that achieves mapping and cleaning at the same time (which we do not). Presumably thus, Llunatic is not strongly optimized for a "mapping standalone" mode in the DE scenarios under test.
Importantly, note that in this comparative experiment we have focused on the OF scenarios, i.e. the baseline scenarios considered in our study (with parameters in the first table of Figure 3 ). We did so because more complex scenarios such as OF`and OF``cannot be handled by ++Spicy without additional source dependencies being explicitly provided. OFà nd OF``scenarios on the other hand can be handled by Llunatic, but the resulting run meets the timeout threshold in a similar manner as for OF. To mitigate the arguably subjective choice of the timeout threshold (and its effect on the Llunatic measured times), as well as to further test and validate our algorithm's performance, we ran an additional comparative experiment involving Llunatic. This time, our experiment uses the largest scenarios provided with the Llunatic chase engine [22] , adapted to the settings that both our engine and Llunatic can handle, i.e. s-t tgds and target fds. Figure 4 (b) shows the results of this additional comparison, which again turn out to be advantageous for our algorithm.
Discussion. Summarizing, our algorithm gracefully scales thanks to diminishing the egd overhead by reducing the scope of application thereof. Furthermore, the parallel execution leads to scalability in increasingly complex scenarios with high numbers of constraints. This allows us to stand the comparison not only with custom chase engines, but also with all-SQL DE engines on the classes of scenarios for which the latter have improved performances.
RELATED WORK
Equality-generating dependencies have been largely disregarded as a class of target constraints in Data Exchange settings and have started to be taken into consideration only recently [10, 16] . In [10] , normalization and optimization techniques are applied to s-t tgds, and extended under particular assumptions to target egds. One such assumption is the presence of source constraints, which is also adopted in [16] to obtain a first-order rewriting of a set of s-t tgds along with a set of egds, in order to leverage the efficiency of pure SQL. Our approach is more general with respect to the one presented in [16] , as it also covers sets of constraints that are not first-order rewritable. On the other hand, the algorithm in [16] features core computation, which we do not provide. We were able to compare our algorithm with ++Spicy [16] only for scenarios that are FO-rewritable, as it has been presented in Section 5. Despite the fact that ++Spicy is based on pure SQL, we have shown that our custom chase exhibits better performance on large instances in our tested scenarios. The Llunatic mapping and cleaning system [8] is tackling the problem of mapping and cleaning in the same chase step. The Llunatic chase efficiently covers a range of scenarios, such as repairing source data by also exploiting user feedback, that are not covered in our algorithm. Nevertheless, since Llunatic's mapping engine can also be used in a standalone mode and Llunatic has been shown to exhibit good DE performance, we have presented comparative experimental results with Llunatic in Section 5. These results show the superiority of our algorithm on the tested DE scenarios, by up to several orders of magnitude.
We propose the Interleaved Chase, a chase-based algorithm that interleaves target fd and s-t tgd evaluation, aiming for the construction of smaller intermediate chase results. Our algorithm stands in between the Classical DE Chase, where the entire target instance is constructed prior to applying egds, and the general Oblivious variant proposed by [12] which, differently from the Oblivious Chase in [4] , does not rely on any order of application of tgds and egds. We recall also that the Oblivious Chase is the simplest chase variant to implement in DE, and is in fact underlying the Classical DE Chase inside the two halves of s-t tgd and egd evaluation. In [4] , an explicit ordering of the Oblivious Chase is introduced to detect innocuous egds, i.e. egds that do not affect tgds and can be ignored in subsequent chase steps. The notion of innocuous egds is complementary to the notions presented in this paper and it would be particularly interesting to see how the two could be combined for further improvement. Moreover, we do not make any assumption on the fragment of tgds that we can handle, and it would be useful to see how our results could be applied and/or refined for the weakly guarded tgds considered in [4] . The DE existence-of-solution problem involving s-t and target tgds along with target egds has been shown as P-TIME complete in [14] , meaning that it cannot be solved dramatically faster by parallel algorithms. In this paper, we focus on settings with solely s-t tgds and target egds and show that in practice parallelization can importantly boost the efficiency of solution computation.
Very recently, there has been renewed interest in optimization issues around query answering. [21] presents a practical study of query answering under inconsistency-tolerant semantics. Such study revolves around specific exchangerepair semantics and focuses on the performance of query answering, while our work focuses on the efficient interplay of tdgs and egds during the chase for materializing universal solutions, which are meaningful under the classical certain answers semantics of DE. It would be interesting to see how the two approaches can be combined. As shown in [11] , guarded existential rules, that ensure the decidability of query answering tasks, can be translated into plain Datalog rules, in order to possibly leverage Datalog optimization techniques. However, Datalog rewriting is orthogonal to our approach and a comparison of the performances of the two complementary approaches falls beyond the scope of our work and is left for future investigation.
The chase procedure is applicable beyond DE, in particular to query reformulation under constraints [5, 15, 2] , including query rewriting with views and access patterns. The attention devoted to handling egds in these reformulation settings remains however quite limited as well. [15] presents a chase variant called the Frugal Chase, applicable to both query rewriting and DE, which has the interesting property of yielding smaller universal solutions, even though egds are not covered. [2] efficiently deals with query reformulation with constraints and access patterns by exploiting chase-based proofs. The results are however restricted to tgds only. [5] and follow-up works devise and refine the versatile Chase&Backchase algorithm for complete minimal query reformulations, under constraints including general egds. However, no specific attention is paid to the task of improving egd evaluation, and we argue that egd-aimed optimizations, in the spirit of those that we consider here, could be useful to further boost the performance of the Chase&Backchase and its variants. As it turns out moreover, our algorithm can be directly applicable to query rewriting with views, general query reformulation or other settings implying the usage of the chase procedure, as soon as these settings feature constraints of the type and structure addressed in this paper, i.e. that can be assimilated, via a schema partition, to s-t tgds and target fds.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented a new Data Exchange chase-based algorithm, aimed at efficiently handling general target functional dependencies. We have proved the correctness of our algorithm and shown its performance in an extensive experimental study. We envision several extensions of our work: the first revolves around the treatment of general target egds, beyond functional dependencies; the second would lead us to generate (non-standard) recursive SQL queries to implement our chase with egds; the third concerns the efficient generation of core solutions [7, 9, 20] , which is currently not covered in our algorithm. We finally mention a direct, seamless extension of our approach: due to our relying on a DBMS for computing initial s-t tgds assignments, our algorithm can in reality handle larger fragments of s-t tgds, far beyond their conjunctive counterparts and up to the full FO power.
